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Introduction 

-2 new soil lines were established 50 metres north and 50 metres south of 
the Recon Grid line done in 1995 (Assessment Report #24658) totaling 2 1 
samples. 

-MS 1-4 claims were staked to cover the Recon soil geochem anomaly 
found in 1995. 

-Prospecting of claim area revealed very poor rock exposure. Float found 
containing chalcopyrite/ Bomite! Barite/ Pyrrhotite in altered ultramafic 
dike float was the only indication of mineralization in the Geochem grid 
area. (Figure itl) 

Location and Access 

The MS 1-4 mineral claims are located 3.15 km from Mt. Bodine. Access is by 
helicopter only. 
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History 

1974 - KENNCO EXPLORATION: Geochemical investigation of the area for 
volcanogenic deposits revealed anomalous Cu and Zn in stream silts from creeks draining 
felsic volcanic rocks making up the slopes of Mt. Bodine. Follow up EM and geologic 
surveys were apparently discouraging and Kennco allowed the claims to lapse. 

1975 - MclNTRYRE MINES: Staked the Ruth l-4 claims to cover the Northeast slope of 
Mt. Bodine. They explored the area as part of a regional airborne EM survey and during 
geologic mapping discovered the Eureka copper-silver showing. 

1978 -SHELL CANADA RESOURSES: Carried out a regional stream silt sampling 
survey thoughout the general area and staked the Skye l- 12 claims to cover some 
geochemical anomalies. - The results of McIntiye’s earlier airborne survey showed a 
number of EM anomalies of the Skye claims. 

1979- SHELL CANADA RESOURSES: Carried out ground follow-up work including 
horizontal loop shootback EM, soil sampling and geological mapping. A significant 
copper soil anomaly was discovered on the Skye 9 claim. 

1979 -CANADIAN SUPERIOR: Optioned the Ruth l-4 claims from McIntyre Mines 
but apparently did no field work. 

1980 -CANADIAN SUPERIOR: Carried out a detailed geological mapping program. 
This work showed the Ruth 3 claim to be underlain by argillite on the northeast and felsic 
volcanics on the southwest. A large gossan zone formed be disseminated pyrite was 
mapped for 2000m along the contact on strike with the Eureka showing(Watkins, 1980). 

1981- SHELL CANADA RESOURSES: Optioned the Ruth claims and carried out a 
detailed soil geochemical survey. A significant copper-zinc anomaly, including the 
Eureka showing was discovered along the Gossan zone. A ground Crone horizontal loop 
shootbac,k EM survey was performed over an attractive airborne anomaly but was 
negative. 

1982 - Claims were allowed to lapse and were stake as the Sitlika Group by C. Graf. 

1983 -C. Graf allowed most of the claims to lapse except for 2 units on Mt. Bodine 
which are still retained to Date. 

1985-86 - Noranda staked a large block of ground to cover a series of airborne EM 
anomalies detected in a Aerodat survey (June 1985). 
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1989 - Several drill holes were drilled by Noranda Exploration testing various targets in 
the belt. 

1994-95 - L.B. Warren and associates prospected belt. 

1995 - Vent showing was found and as a result a large group of claims were staked. 
Prospecting of the eastern belt was undertaked and continues to date. 
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Claims and Ownership 
MS Claim Group 

Claim Name Tenure# 
MS 1 312497 
MS2 372498 
MS3 372499 
MS4 372500 

Expit-v Date Ownership 
20001008 L.B. Warren 
20001008 L.B. Warren 
20001008 L.B. Warren 
20001008 L.B. Warren 
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Regional Geology 

The MS 1-4 claims are underlain by Upper Triassic to Lower Jurassic volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks of the Sitlika Assemblage which have been regionally 
metamorphosed to greenschist facies (Paterson, 1974). This assemblage is composed 
mainly of well foliated andesitic to rhyolitic pyroclastics and flows with lesser amounts 
of greywacke, siltstone and phyllite. The Sitlika volcanics are characterized by local 
development of seticite, quartz-sericite and chlorite schists. The Takla Fault separates the 
Sitlika rocks from the Tertiary Sustut Group to the west. The Permian Cache Creek rocks 
to the east are separated from the Sitlika by the Vital Fault and a serpentinite melange. 
The Cache Creek Group is bounded to the east by the Pinchi Fault and the Jurassic 
Hogem Batholith. 

Property Geology 

The MS claims are underlain by clorite shist , greywacke, silt stone and phyllite of 
the Sitlika assemblage. Only minor outcrop were observed in the field due to heavy sub- 
alpine forest cover. No outcrop was observed in the area of the soil anomaly. 
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Observations MS Soil Grid 

A significant soil anomaly on the Recon soil line done in 1995 was examined on 
October 8 1999. We decided to extend the soil grid by placing a new line 50 me&es north 
and 50 metres south of the original Recon soil line. The control point was Recon line 
station lOO+OOS-5+00E from this point we chained at 330 degrees for 50 metres to grid 
north station 5O+OOS-5+00E. Stations were then established at 25 metre intervals on a 
bearing of 240 degrees for 250 metres. Another line was established 50 metres grid south 
of the Recon soil line. Stations were established at 25 metre intervals on a bearing of 060 
degrees for 250 metres. 

Soil Geochemistry 

The samples were collected using a shovel and placing the sample in a kraft soil 
bag. The “B” horizon samples were taken at a depth of 20-30 cm, then shipped to TSL 
Assayers in Vancouver B.C. 

A total of 21 samples were taken and ICP multielement analysis was performed. 
The results are plotted on fig. 2,3,4. 

Results 

Copper - Copper values ranged from 1 ppm IO 161 ppm fig. 2 is contoured at 100 
ppm and 200 ppm. The original copper anomaly was extended to the north and south 
although not as strong. 

Zinc-Zinc values range from 25 ppm to 2243 ppm fig. 3 was contoured at 500 
ppm and 1000 ppm. A strong zinc soul anomaly was detected grid north and south of the 
original Recon Zinc anomaly. 

Lead-Lead values range from < 2 ppm to 50 ppm fig. 4 was contoured at 30 
ppm and 60 ppm. A strong lead anomaly was detected grid north and south of the 
original Recon Lead anomaly. 

Conclusions 

The soil anomaly discovered expanded the original Recon soil anomaly to 100 
metres in strike length. Showing similar strength in copper, zinc and lead values in the 
soil. 

A larger soil grid needs to be established north and south of the present soil 
anomaly. Hand trenching should be done over the highest soil values. VLF -EM survey 
over the anomalies should be undertaken. 
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Statement of Expenditures 

Expenses 

Wages and Benefits 
3 mandays @ $200/day 

Room and Board 
3 mandays @ $75/day 

Helicopter 
1 hour @ $750/hour all inclusive 

Assays 

Report Writing 

Total Project Cost for assessment purposes 

$ 600.00 

$ 210.00 

$ 750.00 

$ 239.08 

$ 400.00 

$2,199.08 



Lorne B. Warren 

Statement of Qualifications 

1963 - Geological Assistant - Mastodon Highland Bell - Gordon Hilchey - 
Geologist - Dome, Mountain Area. 

1964 -Geological Assistant - Phelps Dodge Corp. Stikine area. 

1965 - Prospector/Geological Assistant Native Mines. 

1966 - 1971 - Full time field tech / line cutter/ Prospector Manex Mining 
Ltd. -M.J. Beley - Manager 

1971 -1979 - Granby Mining Corp. -Field Supervisor, Office manager, 
Supervised Drill programs- Logged drill core and percussion drill cuttings. 

1979 - Present - President and Manager of CJL Ent. Ltd. , Kengold Mines 
Ltd. And Angel Jade Mines Ltd. - Placer mining/contract exploration 
work/Full time prospecting. 



Chris Warren 

Statement of Qualifications 

1990 - Completed the Smithers Exploration Group’s Bush Skills course. 
Worked at Duckling Creek as a Geological assistant. 

1991 -Assisted in the instruction of the Smithers Exploration Bush Skills 
course. Worked in Johanson Lake as a line cutter. 

1992 - Assisted in the instruction of the Smithers Exploration Bush Skills 
course. Misc. claim staking jobs/ field assistant. 

1993 - Worked at a placer operation as a loader operator and did misc. claim 
staking jobs/prospecting assistant. 

1994 - Worked in Manson Creek area doing placer testing, running 
magnetometer/computer work/claimstaking/Prospector’s Assistant. 

1995 -Present - Worked full time for CJL Enterprises Ltd. - Claim 
staker/line cutter/camp construction/prospector. 
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